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LynTec Announces Series of High-Current Latching 

Contactor Panels to Control Loads Higher Than 30 Amps 
 

CTR Series Panels Offer Greater Flexibility When Working With High-Current 
Applications 

 
LENEXA, Kan. — Sept. 15, 2015 — LynTec, a leading manufacturer of innovative electrical 

power control solutions for professional audio, video, and lighting systems, today announced the 

CTR Series of high-current latching contactor panels for the company’s RPC Series controllers. 

In conjunction with the controllers, the CTR panels give users the option to control loads — 

either individually or as part of a sequencing group — that require more power than the 

maximum 30 amps a motorized circuit breaker can provide. 

 

“For some customers, installations are getting more complex, and current loads are getting 

more demanding. Meanwhile changes in technology are leading to new design opportunities. 

We created the CTR Series panels with these customers in mind,” said Mark Bishop, president 

of LynTec. “These contactor panels don’t limit customers to controlling loads of 30 amps or less. 

Without that limitation, customers have greater design flexibility and can stay current with 

changes in the lighting industry. Plus they only have to maintain a single RPC control platform 

for all of their lighting, which lowers the total cost of system operation.” 

 

The CTR panels come loaded with up to four latching contactors that are used to control high 

current loads. The contactors are fed with nonmotorized, three-pole circuit breakers from an 

RPC panel and then operated by the RPC controller. Power loads greater than 30 amps can be 

programmed and controlled just like a motorized breaker in LynTec’s RPC panels by placing a 

CTR contactor panel after an RPC breaker panel. Mechanically held contacts do not require 

holding current, which protects the circuit from power droops and reduces operating costs. 

Furthermore, users can manually override the contactors to close or open circuits in the 

absence of automatic control. 

 

The combination of CTR and RPC panels is well-suited to applications such as lighting in 

entertainment spaces, especially those that are transitioning to LED lighting fixtures. This 

transition could enable designers to reroute power to new distribution paths — such as an 

overhead electrical busway instead of individual outlets — to gain more flexibility for light 
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placement and powering. Applying the CTR-RPC panel combination in this type of situation 

provides a mechanism for controlling a 100-amp feed without introducing another control 

platform. 

 

The CTR contactor panels are also ideal for large video walls, motor control, and other 

applications that require higher currents. 

 

More information on LynTec’s full line of products is available at www.LynTec.com. 
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About LynTec 

LynTec is a leading manufacturer of innovative electrical power control solutions for professional audio, 
video, and lighting systems. Working closely with system designers, LynTec incorporates electrical 
protection, circuit switching capabilities, and an operational controller within a common enclosure — 
saving valuable wall space, lowering installation costs, and simplifying system operation. This state-of-
the-art approach to electrical control solutions has positioned LynTec as a trusted resource for any 
demanding installation with complex power control requirements. More information is available at 
www.LynTec.com.  
 
Follow LynTec: 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LynTec  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/LynTecPower  
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/LynTecPower  

 
PR Link:  
Image Link: 
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